Abstract. We study the sensitivity of the optimal value and optimal solutions of perturbed optimization problems in two cases. The first one is when multipliers exist but only the weak (and not the strong) second-order sufficient optimality condition is satisfied. The second case is when no Lagrange multipliers exist. To deal with these pathological cases, we are led to introduce a directional constraint qualification stronger than in part of this paper, which reduces to the latter in the important case of equality-inequality constrained problems. We give sharp upper estimates of the cost based on paths varying as the square root of the perturbation parameter and, under a no-gap condition, obtain the first term of the expansion for the cost. When multipliers exist we study the expansion of approximate solutions as well. We show in the appendix that the strong directional constraint qualification is satisfied for a large class of problems, including regular problems in the sense of Robinson.
1. Introduction. This paper is the second in a trilogy (see [4, 5] ) devoted to the analysis of parametric optimization problems of the form (Pu) min{f(x, u) G(x, u) K} with X and Y Banach spaces,K a closed convex subset of Y, and f(x, u), G(x, u) mappings of class C 2 from X x R into and Y, respectively. We denote the feasible set, value function, and set of solutions of (Pu) as F(u) := {x 6 X G(x,u) 6 K}, v(u) := inf{f(x, u) x F(u)}, S(u) :--{x F(u) f(x, u): v(u)}, respectively. Similarly v(P), F(P), S(P) will respectively denote the optimal value, feasible set, and solution set of an optimization problem (P). Our aim is to study the expansion of v(u) and possibly S(u) in the vicinity of a local solution x0 of (P0). Such sensitivity analysis usually relies (among other assumptions) upon stability properties of the feasible set F(u) that follow from so-called constraint qualification conditions. In part I of this work (see [4] ) our study was based on the following generalization of Gollan's constraint qualification (see [1, 10] ): (OCQ) 0 int [G(x0, 0) 
which is a directional version of Robinson's condition 14] (CQ) max{E' (xo,) , 0) ) 6 Ao}, with Z the Lagrangian and A0 the set of multipliers associated with x0, that is to say, denoting by NI(y) the cone of outward normals at a point y 6 K, /(x, ), u) := f (x, u) + (,k, G(x, u) ),
Ao {k Y* ) NI,:(G(xo, 0))" Etx(XO, ), 0) --0}.
Define apath as a mapping u --+ Xu from/+ to X, with Xu --+ xo when u $ 0. The path is said to be feasible if G (Xu, u) K for u small enough. Under a strong second-order condition on the Lagrangian it can be shown [4] that any o(u2)-optimal path Xu, i.e., a feasible path Xu such that f (Xu, u) < v(u) + o(u2), satisfies xu xo + O(u) . In this case v'(0) exists, being equal to v(L), and some estimates for the second-order variation of v(u) can be obtained. In fact, under suitable conditions we proved that
where (0) is a subproblem involving the expansion of orders and 2 of the data at (x0, 0).
A remarkable property in this case is that every weak limit of (xu xo)/u, with Xu an o(u2) optimal path, belongs to S(O).
The available perturbation theory for nonlinear programming shows that this is not the end of the story. Under the directional qualification hypothesis of Gollan 10] and the weak second-order sufficient condition, it appears (see [9] by Gauvin and Janin) that v'(0) exists but may be strictly less than v(L). In that case, a path of O (u -optimal solutions satisfies only Xu xo + 0 (.v/d). One can still formulate (see Bonnans, Ioffe, and Shapiro [6] ) a subproblem (M) such that v'(0) v(M) and S(M) coincides with the limit points of (Xu xo)/-ff where Xu ranges over the set of all possible o(u)-optimal paths. For this it is necessary to assume the existence of at least one multiplier. A similar theory for the case when no multiplier exists was developed in [3] To prove these results we need a constraint qualification that is still directional but, apparently, stronger than (DCQ). Specifically, in addition to (DCQ) we need a restorability property that, roughly speaking, asserts that to certain almost feasible square root paths (i.e., paths satisfying xu x0 + O (/ff)), one can associate a sufficiently close feasible path. In the case of nonlinear programming, that stronger hypothesis (SDCQ) reduces to the condition of Gollan (see 1, 10] ) used in [9, 3, 6] , so we recover the main results of these three references. Let us mention that square root paths have already been used for sensitivity analysis in a Banach space setting (see [2, 11, 12] ). However, our qualification condition is weaker than those in these references.
As in part I of this work, in our extension to the Banach space setting, an additional difficulty related to the possible curvature of the convex K appears. To be more precise, let us recall the definition of first-and second-order tangent sets:
Tr(y) := {h Y" there exists o(t) such that y + th + o(t) K},
The fact that in general 0 does not belong to the set T (y, h) may cause a gap between the upper and lower estimates for the cost. Some cases when the curvature makes no contribution to the second-order variation of the cost were analyzed in part I, yielding the expansion (1.2) under a condition of generalized polyhedricity. The results in this paper are obtained under similar assumptions.
The paper is organized as follows. In 2 we describe the strong directional constraint qualification (SDCQ). Then in 3 we develop a perturbation theory assuming the set of multipliers A0 to be nonempty, whereas 4 deals with the case when A0 is empty. In both cases we obtain sharp upper estimates as well as some lower estimates of the cost and, under a no-gap condition, obtain the first term in the expansion of the cost. Finally in the appendix we discuss sufficient conditions for the strong directional constraint qualification (SDCQ).
2. The strong directional qualification condition. Our upper estimates are based on paths that vary as the square root of the perturbation parameter. Specifically, we consider paths satisfying, for given d, w in X, the two conditions (2.3) xu xo + x/ffd + uw + o(u), (2.4) dist(G(xu, u), K) o(u).
Note that we can express (2.4) using the concept of a second-order tangent set. Namely, if Xu satisfies (2.3) , then the expansion
shows that (2.4) (2.6) Xru xo + y V/-ffd + uw r + o(u).
We say that the strong directional constraint qualification (SDCQ) holds at xo ifxo is restorable and the weak directional constraint qualification (DCQ) holds. We discuss some sufficient conditions for (SDCQ) in the appendix at the end of this paper. We show in particular that for equality-inequality constrained problems (i.e., when K {0} K2 with K2 a closedconvex cone with nonempty interior), property (SDCQ) is equivalent to (DCQ). In fact, it may be that the restorability property is always a consequence of (DCQ), but we do not have a proof nor a counterexample for this.
Before proceeding with the sensitivity analysis we summarize in the next lemma four general properties that will be of constant use throughout the paper. Here a (., Tf ( 
Proof. Properties (P 1) and (P2) are straightforward consequences of [8, Prop. 3 
.6Ao
We also consider the problem ()
which plays a role in the following upper estimate of the cost.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume A0 to be nonempty and (SDCQ). Then
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the next two lemmas. The first one gives the primal upper estimate of v_(0).
Proof. We conclude by letting ?, "1" and using (iv).
We now prove properties (i)-(iv).
(i) It suffices to show that if w and ) are feasible for (Ld) and (Dd), respectively, then the dual cost is not greater than the primal one. From the primal constraint it follows that which implies
as was to be proved.
(ii) We first claim that v(Ld) and v(Dd) are finite and equal with S(Dd) nonempty and bounded, whenever
To motivate this relation, let us consider the family of problems obtained by perturbing additively the constraint of (Ld), that is, minuex go(w, y) with
Property (3.8) Multiplying by ,2 and using (P3) we deduce that G'(xo, 0)('2tO, }/2) + -G'(xo, O)dd Tf (d) .
From this and (P 1) we get
which multiplied by + and using (P2) yields (3.8) for d e as required. This inequality and property (P4) imply/z 6 NK(G(xo, 0)). Also, taking the infimum over w 6 X we deduce/z o G' (x0, 0) 0 (that is to say,/z is a singular multiplier, as defined in the next section) so that for each ;k 6 A0 and > 0 we have . + t/z 6 Ao. Since S(D) is bounded (see [4, Prop. 3 .1]), it follows that (#, G' (xo, 0)) < O.
With these observations property (3.10) To conclude we observe that (P4) implies the finiteness of ,E0, de), so that letting " cxz and using (3.11) we get v(Dd) cxz.
As v(L) < x, passing to the limit with y "1" we get the desired inequality. We end this section by giving a condition under which the upper estimate of Theorem 3.1 coincides with v(L). Using (P4), it is easy to see that this condition is satisfied in particular if (P0) is convex in the sense that for all y 6 K and ) 6 NK(y), the mapping (., ), 0) is convex. In that case the right-derivative v'(0) is actually equal to v(L) (see [4, Prop. 3.2] ). (a) the path may be expanded as Xu xo + /-ffdo + o(x/-ff), (b) X is reflexive and d --+ E(xo, ), O)dd is weakly lower semicontinuous at each dCo, then the previous lower bound may be strengthened to (3.14) v'_(0) >_ v(/)).
Proof. Let Xu be an o(u)-optimal path. By Proposition 3.6 du (Xu xo)/x/-ff stays bounded as u $ 0, and then for each ) 6 A0 we have (3.15) v(u) f (x,, u) 
with IIo(u)ll/u 0 uniformly when ) varies over bounded sets. From this and the boundedness of du, it follows that v'_ (0) > -c.
To prove (i) we apply Robinson's theorem [14] (3.14) . [3 We now analyze under which conditions the gap between the estimate of Theorem 3.1 and (3.14) is null. We start with sufficient conditions for the equality between the optimal values of the subproblems giving the upper and lower estimates. We define extended polyhedricity The following is our main result in this section. It provides a formula for the derivative of the marginal value function v' (0) and analyzes the behavior of paths of approximate solutions, for problems with existence of multipliers and satisfying the weak (but not the strong) secondorder sufficient optimality condition. 
The conclusion follows.
4. Perturbation analysis assuming nonexistence of multipliers.
Preliminaries.
In this section we analyze the situation when the set of multipliers A0
is empty, extending the theory of perturbed singular nonlinear programs of [3] . The qualitative behavior is radically different from the case studied in 3, so we are led to introduce some new objects. Indeed, if A0 is empty we have v(L) -c and by part I it follows that v'(0) -zxz.
We will check that, under suitable second-order assumptions, the variation of the cost is of order O(v/-ff). This leads us to define, analogously to the Dini derivatives, the following quantities:
We define the singular Lagrangian, the set of singular multipliers (at x0, for problem (P0)), and the set of normalized singular multipliers as (x, ., u) (), G(x, u)), (;L, y) > (), t[k G(x0, 0)] G'x (x0, 0)w) for all w 6 X, k 6 K, > 0.
Taking the supremum over w 6 X, we get ; o G' (x0, 0) 0, and letting 1" oo we deduce (;k, k G(xo, 0)) < 0 for all k K, so ,k e Nr(G(xo, 0)) and then A 
Problem () will give an upper estimate of the value function whereas (/), which has the same optimal value as (), will provide a com.parison with the lower estimate of v# (0) Comparing with (') and using (P4), we see that F(') C F('). As these two problems have the same cost, it follows that (4.19) v() v(') v(') v(). It follows that do F(R'). Combining with (4.19) we get v(/) v(/') < f'(xo, 0)do v# (0) as was to be proved. In our next statement, which is our main result for problems with nonexistence of multipliers, we give a condition for all these optimal values to be equal. This gives the first term of the expansion of the optimal value v(u). Proof. The equivalence between (/) and (/) follows by noting that when 0 6 Tf (d) (see [8, Prop. 3 6 X such that G'l(XO, 0)(tb, 1) 6 Rec(K1) and G2(xo, 0) + aG'2(xo, 0)(tb, 1) int K2 for some ot > 0,
